1. OUTSTANDING FEATURES

BACTONET wipes are designed for the cleaning and the disinfecting of all smooth and nonporous surfaces, from all the objects exposed to stains.

Easy to use and effective, BACTONET wipes eliminate the polar and organic stains: finger marks, fatty deposits, nicotine, wax, etc. while preserving the hygiene of the materials in contact with the skin. Ideal for the maintenance of office accessories, BACTONET wipes also allow a clear improvement in the fight against the diseases.

- Bactericidal according to NF standard IN 1040
- Virucide according to AFNOR standard 72180
- Fungicidal according to standard NF IN 1275

2. TYPICAL APPLICATIONS

BACTONET wipes maintain the cleanliness and the hygiene of:

- Screens, keyboards, remote controls
- Printers casings
- Central processing units
- Telephones, hygiaphones
- Seat balustrades chairs
- Handles of doors
- Buttons, switches
- Medical
- Small dustbins, etc...

3. DIRECTIONS FOR USE

Separate the black cap from the box saddle jib crane. Tear off the guarantee cover. Draw up the central first wipe and insert it in the hole of the lid. Replace the lid and to delicately tear the wipe. For maximum effectiveness, the wipe must be as long as possible in contact with surface to be disinfected. Let dry without rinsing. Well close after use in order to avoid the evaporation of the solution.

4. PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL PROPERTIES

- Wipe Composition: Cellulose
- Weight: 28g/m²
- Impregnation: 200 ml / box
- Aspect produce active: Colourless limpid liquid
- Odour: Pleasant
- Density (20°C): 0.90g/cm³
- Wipe dimensions: 130 X 220 mm.

5. USAGE INSTRUCTIONS

Read the Material safety data sheet. Do not put in contact with the eyes. Keep out of reach of children.

6. PACKAGING AND STORAGE

Limp saddle jib crane of 100 wipes (12 boxes by paperboard).
Reference 3880. Maintain closed well.